
From: Glen Fogel glen@glenfogel.com
Subject: With You... Me

Date: July 12, 2018 at 10:32 AM
To:

Hi Lucas,

I tried calling you a couple days ago, been thinking about you a lot. How are you doing? How’s your mom? 

Ben finished the drawings for the show and they are really beautiful, I’m excited for you to see them. I’m also making a couple
paintings from some things you wrote me. Hope that’s ok... They are only super embarrassing and painful to read as usual. :) 

I’m realizing this show is really the first time that I’ve made work about you/us since my very earliest films. There have been some
things here and there, but nothing this focused on that period in our lives. The house video is also connected to that time —  a
meditation on memory, family, loss, love, growing up... I’ve been thinking it’s because you are in the midst of a major life changing
event and I’m there with you, even though you may not know it. I was looking at one the drawings, it’s based on the photo I took of
you for our senior yearbook — you are in shadow, the sun is emanating from behind your head, creating an ethereal halo. Wasn’t
this an image drawn from your mom’s vision of you being a sun inside of her? We remain connected even when we are far away... 

Are you still planning on coming to the opening? I really hope you can make it. We’ve settled on September 8th. Maybe Rachel and
Jack can come too? 

I’m thinking about you all time, sending you my love. I hope you are doing ok... can’t imagine how hard it must be. Please call me if
you ever need to talk. And please know I’m always here for you.

xG

From: Lucas micahtoub@gmail.com
Subject: Re: With You... Me

Date: July 12, 2018 at 10:49 AM
To: Glen Fogel   glen@glenfogel.com

Hi Glen,

Nice to see your name pop up in my email :) 

We booked another trip with the whole family to Colorado early next month, for a week. It'll be good to see her. From afar, it's hard to
really feel the weight of it all, but my body does react. I get tired and irritable. I lose some sleep. Related to all that, I feel unmotivated
and overwhelmed at times. I've been running down by the beach -- we now live 5 minutes from the lake -- and trying to get out into
the sun. And also, Jack is a little godsend because he lives solely for the moment and demands that I do, too.

That drawing you attached is beautiful. Ben did a great job and the "imperfections" of the print give it an even more supernatural vibe.
You were close on the purpose of that pose -- it's actually that my mom told me when I was seven that I had a sun inside of me, and
that she did too. The sun is "the ally," which is like a spirit of love that exists within. So it always loves you, and she said that it would
also be able to give you guidance if you ask it questions. As you know, I got very attached to this idea and liked to think of the sun
inside me. We obviously couldn't take a photograph of the sun inside me, but the sun radiating out from behind me was fairly close to
depicting this idea of it coming from within.

No worries about reproducing any of that stuff from that time. I trust you, and also I think back on all of it very affectionately -- even the
embarrassing stuff. 

much much love and talk soon!

Lucas

 

Thanks for checking in and for trying to call me a few days ago. I did see that and hadn't had a moment to try you back. The news with
my mom hasn't been good. The first combination of treatments she was doing ended up not being effective enough. She's on a new
treatment, and a trial, but I'm uncertain what the best outcome of that is. 

Lucas micahtoub@gmail.com
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First Love as Drawn by Second Love (the sun inside him), 2018
graphite on paper rendered by Benjamin Kress, UV print on acrylic, lacquered frame

20.25 x 17.75 inches

For With You... Me, Glen Fogel’s second solo exhibition at JTT, the artist presents an eponymous new seven-
channel video which captures his family home in Denver just before it was sold and demolished. Shot with a 
gyroscopic robotic device, Fogel’s melancholic installation presents each room of the empty home alongside 
one another in precise, choreographed synchronization — we see the kitchen, the living room, the garage and 
even the artist’s childhood bedroom complete with glow-in-the-dark stars. The lighting of the video includes only 
the original fixtures of the home which are intermittently turned on and off. As the camera slowly rotates, tilts and 
cants, subtle marks on the walls and doorways reveal the family’s presence as much as their absence.

Along the walls of the gallery are six portraits of  “Lucas,” Fogel’s first boyfriend. In their last year of high school, 
Lucas asked Fogel if he would photograph him for his senior portrait. Over a series of days Fogel photographed 
Lucas in artful compositions that feel appropriate for a young teenager discovering his talent for art and his 
ability to love simultaneously—which is to say, the compositions are dripping with commanding sincerity and 
vulnerable naivety. Fogel commissioned Benjamin Kress, a former boyfriend and fellow artist who also knew 
Lucas, to draw these delicate graphite renditions of the photographs, adding another layer of love and intention 
to these small portraits.

With You... Me, was conceived as a companion to the former five-channel video With Me... You, 2011, that 
featured engagement rings from Fogel’s family members and was exhibited at Participant Inc. the same year. 
For that project Fogel designed and commissioned a robotic device to spin the individual rings in tight sync 



against colorful morphing backgrounds. This time, Fogel inverts the same gyroscopic device employed to film 
his family’s heirlooms to serve as a host for the camera. With You... Me is a continuation of Fogel’s larger practice 
that involves infusing emotion, sentiment and love into minimal forms and compositions.

Glen Fogel was born in 1977 in Denver, and now lives and works in New York. Fogel’s work spans an array of 
mediums including video, film, installation, sculpture, painting and photography. Recent solo exhibitions include 
SCAD Museum of Art, Savannah, JTT, NY, Callicoon Fine Arts, NY, Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, 
Portland Institute for Contemporary Art, Participant Inc., NY, and The Kitchen, NY. He has been included in 
the Whitney Biennial and numerous group exhibitions at venues including The Power Plant, Toronto, Sikkema 
Jenkins, NY, CCS Bard Hessel Museum, NY, Artists Space, NY, ICA Philadelphia, and NGBK, Berlin. His film and 
video work has screened at the Toronto International Film Festival, The London International Film Festival, The 
Hammer Museum, LA, and MoMA, NY, among many others. 

A frequent collaborator, Fogel made a video installation with Alexandra Bachzetsis, “Massacre: Variations on 
a Theme”, for the MoMA atrium in New York and documenta 14, Kassel, both in 2017. He directed Antony and 
Johnson’s first music video, “Hope there’s someone” in 2005. He has worked with RoseAnne Spradlin Dance on 
numerous productions as a video and visual designer, and most recently as a sound designer for “X” in 2016, 
and the forthcoming “Y”, debuting at New York Live Arts from September 27-29 and October 4 - 6. For more 
information and tickets please visit the New York Live Arts website. 

Fogel received his MFA from Bard College in 2010, where he currently works as Technical Director and Faculty.


